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LINES OF EFFORT

The last issue of Fight’s On! highlighted the Warfighter 
Interactions and Readiness Division (RHW) reorganization, in 
particular the new research structure. The new Core Technical 
Competencies (CTCs) are each made up of two Core Research 
Areas (CRAs). These CRAs are each comprised of multiple Lines 
of Effort (LOEs) so that researchers can more precisely focus 
on the bleeding edge concepts and technologies needed for 
modern and future warfighters. Each LOE and the innovative 
work being performed is discussed throughout this issue.
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HOLISTIC MODELS FOR DECISION-MAKING
The Holistic Models for Decision-Making LOE is developing 
models of cognitive systems that support quantitative 
understanding and prediction of mission effectiveness involved 
in controlling crewed aircraft and Collaborative Combat Aircraft 
(CCA) within the Next Generation Air Dominance (NGAD) 
family of systems for decision superiority. This effort develops 
computational and mathematical models to represent human 
perception, information processing, decision making, and action 
within tactical environments. Considerations include the internal 
and external factors that modulate cognitive performance 
efficiency and effectiveness within tactical environments as well 
as the development of learning theories and mechanisms across 
cognitive components to advance robust cognitive models with 
high predictive validity and interpretability.

INFORMATION MASTERY IN COGNITIVE WARFARE
The Information Mastery in Cognitive Warfare LOE is working 
to enable warfighters to anticipate, operate, and adapt to rapid 
changes in the information environment. Work is focused in three 
interdependent areas.

1. Characterization of Operations in the Information 
Environment - Descriptive and anticipatory analytics 
that derive from network and content data to inform 
assessment and decision making re: information 
maneuvers and strategies

2. Scalable Models for Cognitive Warfare - Develop models 
at different scales to examine different social dynamics 
and features that impact individual and group cognition 

3. Resilience to Malign Influence - Develop experiments 
that examine the underlying psychological mechanisms of 
influence and test methods to build resilience 

DIGITAL MODELS OF COGNITION CRA
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DYNAMIC TEAM PERFORMANCE ASSESSMENT
The Dynamic Team Performance Assessment LOE is working to 
enable the rapid formation, real-time assessment, and dynamically 
optimized performance of distributed heterogeneous teams of 
warfighters as well as human-machine teams to promote rapid, 
agile & robust mission operations. Research areas include 
methods to support the rapid formation of mission-effective 
heterogeneous teams, dynamic monitoring of team performance 
via optimal assemblage of novel and existing metrics, and real-
time contextual aids from team communication. The LOE’s focus 
is currently on four interconnected projects:

1. Novel Team Performance Metrics – Providing advanced 
real-time performance assessment methods and analytics

2. Team Trust Contagion – Studying real time, objective 
measures of trust spread in multi-mixed teams

3. Contextualized Communication Machine Learning (ML) 
ML to deliver distributed, dynamic measures of teamwork 
and machine understanding of multisensory data and 
communication to ensure optimized decision-making

4. Agile Communication for Teamwork – Adaptive 
communication interfaces enabling effective multi-mixed 
teams in Joint All-Domain Command and Control (JADC2)

Work on these projects will enable warfighters to rapidly extract 
meaning from complex, uncertain, and multi-dimensional 
data sources. Empowering warfighters of present and future 
battlefields to manage information from disparate sources, 
attend to a greater number of concurrent tasks, and more 
effectively collaborate within distributed teams will aid 
operations in contested or denied environments.

DISTRIBUTED TEAMING AND COMMUNICATION CRA

TEAM OPTIMIZATION AND RECOVERY 
Teams working in complex, distributed communication 
environments can struggle to coordinate and maintain 
situational awareness. Disparate and uncertain JADC2 data 
needs to be integrated and acted upon, and current state-of-
the-art conversational artificial intelligence (AI) systems and 
the supporting technologies are not optimized for dynamic 
military Human-Machine Teaming (HMT) operations. To address 
these issues, the Team Optimization and Recovery LOE has a 
prioritized focus on exploring and maturing tools for JADC2 team 
coordination, collaboration, and agility to ensure maximum team 
performance. Work for this LOE includes designing, developing, 
and evaluating team optimization and recovery technologies to 
enhance communication, coordination, and improve decision 
making among distributed teams. Research areas include 
interfaces to support joint tasking and team shared awareness 
(SA) across multiple domains as well as conversational AI 
technologies to enable high bandwidth natural communications.

Distributed teaming research, JADC2 information integration, 
and enhanced, naturalistic conversational AI systems for 
teaming are all part of a larger effort toward exploring and 
maturing tools and methods for JADC2 team coordination, 
collaboration, and agility. Expected benefits of this research 
is enhanced human-machine teaming via tailored, naturalistic 
interactions, all-domain agility and decision superiority via 
integrated cross-domain interfaces, and robust distributed 
teaming via calibrated information exchange.

HUMAN-MACHINE INTERACTIONS CRA

RAPID JOINT COGNITIVE AWARENESS
Decision superiority requires continual situation awareness.
Rapidly developing this awareness throughout the human-
machine system will be key in the complex and uncertain 
warfighting environments of the future and today. The Rapid 
Joint-Cognitive Awareness LOE seeks to achieve decision 
superiority by optimizing human understanding of and 
engagement with increasingly complex, highly automated, and 
AI-enabled machines. The LOE’s focus will be on developing 
human-centric interfaces and interaction strategies for 
improved AI/automation transparency, closed-loop adaptive 
systems that are responsive to warfighter state, and advanced 
techniques for effectively visualizing large, complex data sets.
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HMI-ENABLED DECISION SUPERIORITY
Optimizing warfighter interface engagement efficiency and 
decision-making requires achieving synergies from concentrated 
HMI focus and expertise across mission platforms. The HMI-
Enabled Decision Superiority LOE is working toward these 
decision superiority goals by optimizing human engagement with 
increasingly complex, highly automated, and AI-enabled machines. 
The focus will be on delivering capabilities for continuous planning 
for command and control (C2), next generation interfaces for 
complex intelligent platforms, and interfaces tailored for emerging 
Cognitive Warfare (CogWar) concepts.

Meeting future threats will require continuous planning for 
improved agility. Emerging CogWar concepts require novel 
human interface technologies and warfighter state sensing to 
maintain SA, manage threats, and deploy capabilities. Products 
from this LOE can be expected to provide continuous planning 
tools for agile decision making, common Pilot-Vehicle Interface 
(PVI) across airframes that offer enhanced capabilities for 
retrofit and next generation platforms, and tools for deploying 
CogWar effects toward adversaries while defending against 
their respective efforts, such as deception, influence, etc.

Dr. Chris Brill, Human Machine Interactions CRA Lead, 711 HPW/RHWI 

Dr Mark Draper, Warfighter Interfaces & Teaming CTC Lead, 711 HPW/RHW

Dr. Glenn Gunzelmann, Human Learning & Cognition CTC Lead, 711 HPW/RHW

Dr. Megan Morris, Digital Models of Cognition CRA Lead, 711 HPW/RHWE

Dr. Michael Tolston, Distributed Teaming & Communication CRA Lead, 711 HPW/RHWT

Ms. Jennifer Winner, Learning & Operational Training CRA Lead, 711 HPW/RHWO

WARFIGHTER LEARNING TECHNOLOGIES
The Warfighter Learning Technologies LOE is defining, 
developing, and experimenting with personalized, proficiency-
based readiness applied in dynamic multi-domain environments 
to enable decision superiority and operational success. This 
work will create the infrastructure to support blended/effects 
centric integrated mission training to combat peer adversaries, 
the data needed to understand, track, and support mission 
readiness across training modalities, and the skills and 
instructional methods needed for Airmen and Guardians to 
adapt to changing mission needs.

LEARNING AND OPERATIONAL TRAINING CRA

CO-LEARNING FOR ADAPTIVE HUMAN AND MACHINE TEAMS
Future Air Force operations will call for teams of crewed and 
uncrewed systems working together with responsible AI and 
multi-capable Airmen and Guardians. Creating mission ready 
and effective teams requires members of a team training 
together as a team. The Co-Learning for Adaptive Human 
and Machine Teams LOE will lay the foundation for methods 
and technologies to support the interactive learning between 
humans and AI-enabled technologies, as well as adaptive 
team training paradigms with relevant test and evaluation 
approaches to ensure uniquely effective human-autonomy 
team members. These teams need to understand each other’s 
capabilities, learn new content flexibly from and with each other 
through real time interactions, and adapt to and perform in 
uncertain, rapidly changing, and unknown situations. Achieving 
these goals will result in mission-ready team proficiency and 
decision making. 

Research and development is focused across three projects: 

1. Multi-level Transparency for Human-Autonomy 
Interaction (HAI) – When, why, and how should AI/ML/
Large Language Model (LLM) be transparent or translucent?

2. Closed-loop HAI Adaptation (a collaboration with RHB) 
How should Human-Machine Interactions (HMI) adapt 
intelligently to the current operator state?

3. Information Visualization with Uncertainty – How to 
rapidly find answers in large, complex datasets?

Potential results and products include transparency methods 
(analytic assumptions, interface features, learning affordances, 
and joint human-AI training), adaptive HMI processes, and intuitive 
information conveyance. Ultimately, this work will result in increased 
warfighter trust, reliance, and effectiveness for advanced automation 
and AI systems while providing the capability to leverage untapped 
data sources for improved decision-making.
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Published quarterly since 2001, Fight’s ON! continues 
to serve as the Division publication for our  partners  
and features innovative science and technology 
that is accelerating and revolutionizing readiness.
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